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What is important about the urban "transition period"?

 Coexistence of conventional and automated vehicles

 Generally, varying levels of "AV readiness" in the entire transport system 
(users, infrastructure, service providers, etc)

 Transition challenges are particularly high in urban contexts

 Critical phase of a large transformative process with a major impact on our cities 
(beyond mobility)

 Managing urban transition well, will be a key success factor for effective 
AV deployment overall

 Not managing urban transition actively, can create safety issues, reduce public 
policy impact, will add further uncertainties to AV impact



Urban Transition Scenario (technology) [source: CityMobil2 Project, 2015]
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Technology growth rates
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What determines the speed of transition?

 General socio-economic factors

 Definition of successful use and business cases – and public image of automation

 Legal framework (national, multi-/international)

 Integration impact (IT, electrification, service models e.g. intermodality)

 Transition dynamics [Beiker, 2015]
• evolutionary (~automobile industry)  "something everywhere"
• revolutionary (~IT industry)  "everything somewhere"
• transformative (~start-ups, local automated mobility on-demand services)
"disruptive innovation process"? (Christensen)

 Visions and mobility policies of local stakeholders



Policy context of road automation (local government perspective)
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What will you do tomorrow about automation in your city?

 Transport planning

 Infrastructure development

 Governance structures/ service models

 Policy development

 … while dealing with many uncertainties 
(user response, prevailing technologies and business models, timescales)



How can cities prepare (better) for the transition period?

Transport planning – plan with automation in mind!

 What are we planning for? (how to overcome uncertainties?)

• what is the vehicle share of "autonomous", "automated and connected" personal 
cars, and shared vehicles (single occupancy or ride sharing)?

• what will be the success of "disruptive" fully automated services in (specific areas)

• what is the time horizon for mainstream AV market take-up? how does it match our 
planning horizons?

• how much is "freight planning" an issue?



How can cities prepare (better) for the transition period?

Transport planning (2) – plan with automation in mind!

 Transport mode perspective
• planning impact of automation corridors 
• drawback of AV's high efficiency road space use for non-automated modes
• interaction with human road users (e.g. with non-motorised users/ in complex traffic 

situations) 
 traffic efficiency impact?

• automation rate of public transport, AV impact on transit demand, intermodal connectivity

 Modelling is not yet "AV ready"
• vehicle behaviour (micro simulation)
• demand models need to reconsider value of time, car ownership
• AV network impact: at which automation rate/ in which traffic context?



How can cities prepare (better) for the transition period?

Infrastructure development – "AV-enabling" infrastructure that we build now!

 High automation pilot areas: test grounds to understand 

• what are infrastructure needs of connected vehicles (IT, financing, standards)?

• what is user response? when and in which context is there a relevant traffic 
impact

 Automation corridors 

• how can "segregated"/ "dedicated" lanes for AVs work in practice?

• how can walking/ cycling travellers survive in AV-built corridors?

• what are low-cost AV-infrastructure options?



How can cities prepare (better) for the transition period?

Infrastructure development (2) – "AV-enabling" infrastructure that we build now!

 Infrastructure for public transport (transit) and new AV-based services

• the end of the "bus stop"?

• design of (local) interchange hubs (AV  transit) – scope for new business 
models?

• converting parking to "vehicle storage"

 Freight distribution infrastructure (e.g. converting parking houses to logistics 
centres?)

 How to redistribute space and to reassign urban functions?



How can cities prepare (better) for the transition period?

New service models and governance structures – agree an automation agenda!

 "Mobility on Demand" – or "vehicle on demand"?

• vehicle and ride sharing services that support policy goals

• use cases and cooperation models for last mile/ low density services, special needs 
services (e.g. for ageing communities), municipal services, e.g. waste collection

• new and traditional providers in a "services platform"

 Changing role of large transit operators: innovative mobility providers 

• integrator, system backbone, AMoD provider, hub operator

 Freight distribution: a growing threat (and an opportunity) 

 "Automation platform" (or initially a "task force") to facilitate multi-stakeholder cooperation



How can cities prepare (better) for the transition period?

 Policy development – actively develop an "automation vision"!

• mobility innovation culture – getting ready for "disruptive innovation"

• land use policy and building standards

• major new trends (e.g. impact of 3D printing)

• demand management policies

• services based on shared use



Discussion: 
The next five years of urban "automation policy" development

My City's Automation Roadmap, including 

 Transport planning

 Infrastructure development

 Governance structures/ service models



"AV-Ready" Cities or "City-Ready AVs?”
Summary of Meeting Agenda:
• City needs, city experiences: ITF, London, Los Angeles, Columbus, US DoT
• Scenarios of AV introduction (ownership vs demand-led): Toronto
• What can industry deliver: Lyft, Qualcomm
• Coexistence period, action planning



12. "AV-Ready" Cities or "City-Ready AVs"?
Summary of Key Findings/Lessons Learned from Breakout Discussion:
1. Automation is getting on the urban policy agenda. 

• Are city policies on the automation agenda of industry, academia, government?
• Automation is a tool to implement policies (wider institutional, financial and policy context, business case). 
• Which transport problems can automation help to solve more effectively than other technologies or policies? 

(clean fleets, mobility as a service, …)

2. Dynamics: What is the turning point, where AVs are generating a transport impact in urban contexts?
3. Challenges

• Avoiding unintended impacts/ disbenefits, while dealing with uncertainties
• Lack of qualified staff in administrations and proper planning tools and assumptions
• Need to make long-term infrastructure decisions and keeping pace with many changes

4. Co-existence of AV's and conventional vehicles will be a long (and potentially messy) period. 
5. In order to benefit from automation, cities must proactively push for behaviour change and create 

an enabling policy framework.



"AV-Ready" Cities or "City-Ready AVs?”
Recommended Action Items: An Urban Automation Agenda (Version 0.1)

1. Develop visions of how automation can help "transform mobility as we know it".
2. Promote behaviour change through shared mobility services, quality transit development, and 

demand management policies. 
3. Support local shared vehicle pilots. Identify impacts, upscale when successful.
4. Think about "increasingly AV enabled" corridors (policy and technology) – and how they develop over 

time ("AV only"); interaction with other modes.
5. Develop scenarios for re-using parking space (e.g. as freight hubs, pick-up areas) and how transit 

infrastructure (e.g. interchanges) would develop.
6. AV-ready infrastructure: consider obsolescence, resilience, (new) liability issues.
7. Automation of freight and transit deserve special attention; incl new service models. Building regulations. 
8. Address public perception, involve stakeholders.
9. Develop automation work plan with partners and stakeholders (and internal working group).

10. Engage in joint learning and in dialogue with industry, academia and government.



How Can Cities Plan for AVs?  

A Discussion of Scenarios 
Stephen Buckley 

General Manager 

City of Toronto Transportation Services  

July 19, 2016 



Purpose: Scenario Planning for AVs 

 
• It appears inevitable, and will likely be very disruptive 

• Over time, will likely transform “mobility” as we know it 

• May impact how we design, build and operate cities 

• Could increase municipal responsibilities and liability 

 

 

GOAL:  Elevate the discussions about how cities 

can and should SHAPE the development of AVs 
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When will Autonomous Vehicles arrive? 

• 0-2 Years 

 

• 2-5 Years 

 

• 5-10 Years 

 

• 10-15 Years 

 

• 15+ Years 
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The Promise of AVs 

 

• Improved road safety 

• Improved mobility for all 

• Transit innovation 

• Better quality of life 

• Economic benefits 

• Broader social connections 

• Improved climate change mitigation 
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Evolution – Private Ownership 
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Revolution – Shared Mobility 
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David Ticoll 

University of Toronto 

“Driving Changes:   

Automated Vehicles in Toronto” 
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Issues for Cities 

Planning 

• Land use planning 

• Intensification 

• Transit demand 

• Parking requirements 

• Building codes 

 

Economic 

• Decline/rise of industries 

• Managing transition 

 

 

Infrastructure 

• Traffic signal infrastructure  

• Communications systems 

• Street design 

• Roadway maintenance 

• Work zones 

• Data management  

 

Regulatory 

• Curbside demands 

• Enforcement 
 



Three Scenarios 
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How quickly do each arrive? 

Does either model “prevail”? 

Shared 

Leads 

 

Mixed 

Ownership 

Leads 



Fundamental Challenge - Unknowns 

 
• Speed of Technological Advancement 

 

• Economics 

 

• Public Acceptance 

 

 

Without a clear understanding of the future,                  
how do we plan? 
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Private Mixed Shared 
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What’s Happening? 

• Discussions are happening primarily at the federal and state/provincial 

level 

 

• Economic development considerations seem to be driving the policy 

discussions 

 

• Because of economic development interests, states and provinces are 

trying to outdo one another to be “most permissive” 

 

• Because of the potential “winner take all”, stakes are high, companies 

are moving fast….often without thinking through potential impacts, 

and without significant consultation, particularly with cities 
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What Toronto Has Done 
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February 2015 Held a multi-Divisional workshop with CAVCOE 

Early 2015 Have been working with NACTO to develop positions to influence 
federal and state/provincial policy 

Middle of 2015 Initiated a conversation with peer Canadian cities to engage Province 
and Transport Canada 

June 2015 Engaged University of Toronto to consider scenario planning 

October 2015 Released “Driving Changes” 

December 2015 Held a meeting with Toronto City Division Heads 

February 2016 Sent a letter to the Province and Transport Canada requesting 
engagement of municipalities 

March 2016 Applied and was accepted to participate in the International 
Transport Forum’s (OECD) Self-Driving Car Traffic Studies program 

April 2016  Met with Transport Canada and Other Cities 

May 2016 Will be releasing a City of Toronto’s Plan for AVs 

Spring 2016 Partnering with Ryerson to do a Toronto-specific public survey 

June 2016 Particiapted in the development of NACTO’s 

September 2016 Transport Canada is planning an AV summit in Toronto 



Approaches We Could Take 
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Actively 
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• Prohibit or 
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AVs or TaaS 

 

 

Passive 
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• Tax credits 

• Create an AV-

only zones  
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only facilities 

 

 

• Wait and See 

 

 



Key Internal Questions for Cities to Consider  

 

• Should the City take a position? (How do we ensure that 
we’re all rowing in the same direction?) 

 

• How do we shape the direction of AVs? 

 

• At a minimum, how do we best  protect public interest 
against negative unintended consequences? 

 

• How to we manage the transition? 
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Working Group 

Primary 

 

Transportation 

Economic Development 

City Planning 

Licensing & Standards 
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Impacted 

 

Police Services 

Parking Authority 

Parking Enforcement 

Revenue 

Budget 

City IT 

Privacy Commission 

 

 



Toronto’s Draft Vision Statement 

 

 

Toronto needs to harness the potential of AVs 

to help us create the City that we want. 
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Toronto Transportation Services Work Plan 
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Toronto Transportation Services Work Plan 
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Key Recommendations 

 

• Raise awareness and follow the more closely 

 

• Take enabling steps to prepare 

 

• Initiate intra-city and inter-city discussions 

 

• Engage provincial and federal governments 
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Key Questions for Cities 

 

 

• How is public acceptance in my city going to impact uptake? 

 

• Where should cities be engaged and where do we need to drive 

this conversation?  
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  Goals of Cities 

• Safety 

• Accessibility 

• Mobility (?) 

• Economic Opportunity 

• Quality of Life 

• High-Quality Natural and Built Form 

• Environmental Sustainability 

• Social Inclusion 

• Financial Sustainability 
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Group Discussion 
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How can cities prepare?  

 

Shared 

Leads 

 

Mixed 

Ownership 

Leads 



Questions for Consideration 

 

 

• Which scenario(s) should we focus on? 

 

• What is the role for cities in shaping this? 

 

• How do we ensure that cities are at the table? 

 

• How can we best manage the transition? 
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How Can Cities Plan for AVs?  

A Discussion of Scenarios 
Stephen Buckley 

General Manager 

City of Toronto Transportation Services  

July 19, 2016 



Automated Driving; Where we are heading?

Philippe Crist, International Transport Forum
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“what should we think about when 

we think about automated driving?”
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